Response properties of neurons in posterior parietal cortex of monkey during visual-vestibular stimulation. II. Optokinetic neurons.
Recordings have been made from single neurons in area 7a or PG (11) in alert monkeys. Studies were limited to those neurons that were activated during optokinetic stimulation in a particular direction but not during foveal pursuit of a small moving target in the dark. Neurons responding in this way were called optokinetic. There was a considerable number of passive visual neurons, which responded to the movement of a visual stimulus during visual fixation but did not respond during optokinetic nystagmus (OKN). Most optokinetic neurons (46/51) also responded during suppression of OKN and usually displayed the same directional preference (43/46). Average discharge rates during constant-velocity optokinetic stimulation in the preferred direction increased monotonically with increases in stimulus velocity in the range 0-60 degrees/s (9/9), and most (7/9) tended to saturate at higher velocities. While the monkey fixated a stationary target light in the dark, most optokinetic neurons (20/24) responded to small moving visual stimuli, and more than half of them (13/20) had the same directional preferences as during OKN. When the chair in which the monkey was seated was oscillated sinusoidally in combination with optokinetic stimulation, most optokinetic neurons seemed to fall into one of two groups; one mainly responded when the animal was oscillated inside a stationary cylinder, and the other when the chair and the lighted cylinder were moved in synchrony together. The results suggest that some of the optokinetic neurons in area 7a or PG may receive extraretinal inputs similar to those that have been suggested to impinge on visual tracking neurons.